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suicide at masada and in the

world of the new testament
daniel K judd

one of the most problematic issues surrounding the story of
masada is the reported mass suicide of 960 men women and children assuming that the suicides actually occurred were they
expressions of courage selfish acts of cowardice or blind obedience to authoritarian rule were the inhabitants of masada faithful
and devout jews defending their homeland and families or were
they terrorists using political and religious justifications for their
selfish deeds because the writings of the jewish historian josephus are the only primary sources of information concerning the
events at masada definite answers to these questions are impossible to ascertain thus the intent of this paper is only to provide
religious and philosophical background information suggesting
possible motives and explanations relevant to the morality of the
reported suicides

historical and religious contexts
the roman army conquered
jewish indejerusalem ending a nearly one hundred year period of ofjewish
pen
dence at the beginning of their occupation of jerusalem the
pendence
romans were content to rule through local appointees however in AD 6 rome responded to jewish requests to bring an end
Arche lauss rule and appointed a roman governor
to the chaos of archelauss
this more direct rule combined with an increased emphasis on
taxation led to the first jewish revolt against rome 1 2I A glimpse of
these tumultuous times is given in the new testament writings

late in the autumn of 63

BC

1
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of luke concerning an early jewish tax protestor judas of galilee
judas of galilee in the days of the taxing
drew away much
people after him he also perished and all even as many as obeyed
him were dispersed acts 537 judas the galilean is identified
by josephus as the founder of a jewish revolutionary movement
Sic
that came to be known in later generations as the sicardi
sicarii
arii 3 judas has
also been identified as being an ancestor of eleazar ben yair the
leader of the people of masada at the time of their demise 4
understanding the relationships between judas of galilee
sicardi is essential to understanding the
eleazar ben yair and the sicarii
events and suicides at masada while some modern scholars and
sicardi as patriots and freedom fightwriters have labeled the sicarii
ers 5 josephus clearly viewed them as robbers and assassins
thatjudea
judea was afflicted by the robbers while all the vilit happened that
plundered
lages were set on fire and plundred
plundred by them and then it was that
sicardi
the Sic
sicarii
arii as they were called who were robbers grew numerous
but somewhat crooked and like
they made use of small swords
sices or sickles as they were called and from these
the romans sicre
weapons these robbers got their denomination and with those
weapons they slew a great many 6

in addition to being the name used to identify this specific group of
revolutionaries the word sicardi
sicarii also portrays their modus operandi
sicardi
sicarii comes from the latin sica which means small dagger 177
sicarii may have
in the initial period of their existence the sicardi
five the law of moses by probeen motivated by a zealous desire to live
moting social equality however it is apparent from the historical
sicarii adopted terrorist tactics of assassination
accounts that the sicardi
and arson and in the end resorted to suicide in carrying out their
fanatical agenda 8 not only did the sicardi
sicarii engage in acts of violence against the romans but they also terrorized fellow jews
sicarii claimed
who willingly submitted to roman rule while the sicardi
to be justified in these acts of aggression toward those whom they
saw as guilty of treason josephus asserted that their accusations
were only a cover for their evil deeds now this claims of treason
against fellow jews was in reality no better than a pre
pretence
tence and a
predence
cloak for the barbarity which was made use of by them and to
bolour
colour over their own avarice 9
sicarii under the leadat the beginning of the jewish war the sicardi
ership of menahem son of judas of galilee seized masada from a
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small post of roman guards and took over their arsenal of weapons 10
sicardi were able to take over the leaderwith these weapons the sicarii

ship of the revolutionary forces in jerusalem but menahem was
soon killed and his followers fled back to masada where they
were then led by eleazar ben yair josephus records that after the
sicardi
sicarii fled from jerusalem to masada they had little to do with the
other jewish revolutionary factions and did not participate in the
defense of jerusalem josephus also wrote that the sicardi
sicarii attacked
the jewish settlement of en gedl a settlement near masada and
killed hundreds of people including women and children 11 these
facts support the argument that the sicardi
sicarii were more oriented to
their own extreme political agenda than toward defending the
freedom of the jewish people as a whole and to this extent their
suicides should be seen primarily as an act of political desperation
rather than a deed motivated by religious principles or objectives

the fall of masada and the suicide narrative
soon after the fall of jerusalem to the romans in AD 70 maofjewish resistance in the winter
sada became the last stronghold of jewish
of AD 72 flavius silva ordered the roman tenth legion to gain
control of masada one source estimates the roman forces to be
six thousand in number 12 after a siege of several months the
romans finally entered the fortress to find 960 of the 967 inhabijosephus reports that as the romans entered
tants of masada dead 13 13josephus
the inner confines of masada
they saw nobody as an enemy but a terrible solitude on every side
with a fire within the palace as well as a perfect silence
they
the romans came within the palace and so met with the multitude
of the slain but could take no pleasure in the fact though it were
done to their ener
nies 14
enemies

with much of the story of masada the accuracy of the
information concerning the events surrounding the mass suicide
are dependent on the contested but assumed reliability of the
writings of josephus 1511 josephus reports that when eleazar ben
yair came to the realization that masada was going to fall to the
romans he called his most loyal companions around him to propose a plan 16 an analysis of the first speech attributed to eleazar
As
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reveals that his initial argument was threefold 1 eleazar reasoned
that since he and his followers had promised to serve god and not
the romans god had now given them the right to die in freedom
2 he asserted that death at their own hands would be a better

choice than death or captivity at the hands of the romans and
53 he also insisted that killing themselves would be fulfilling gods
will as punishment for their sins
wherefore consider how god hath convinced us that our hopes
were in vain by bringing such distress upon us in the desperate state
we are now in
we are openly deprived by god himself of all hope
for deliverance
this was the effect of gods anger against us for
our manifold sins which we have been guilty of in a most insolent
and extravagant manner with regard to our own countrymen the
punishments of which let us not receive from the romans but from
god himself as executed by our own hands 17

when eleazar saw that most but not all of his followers were
swayed by his first speech he made a second attempt using a different logic this time his reasoning began with a philosophical

perspective that was more consistent with greek philosophy than
jewish belief
it is life that is a calamity to men and not death for this last affords
our souls their liberty and sends them by a removal into their own
place of purity where they are to be insensible to all sorts of misery
for while souls are tied down to a mortal body they are partakers
par takers of
its miseries
for the union of what is divine to what is mortal is
unsuitable
souls when the body does not distract them have
the sweetest rest 18

Ele azars second speech ends by his
josephues
Josep
josephuss
huss account of eleazars
returning to the hebrew persuasion that their deaths were necessary because of gods judgments upon them and that death at
their own hands was better than death torture or slavery at the
hands of the romans
but put the case that we had been brought up under another persuasion and taught that life is the greatest good which men are capable
of and that death is a calamity however the circumstances we are
now in ought to be inducement to us to bear such calamity courageously since it is by the will of god and by necessity that we are to
die for it now appears that god hath made such a decree against
the whole jewish nation
let us make haste to die bravely let us
pity ourselves our children and our wives while it is in our own
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born to die as well as those
power to shew pity to them for we are bom
were whom we have begotten
but for abuses and slavery and
the sight of our wives led away after an ignominious manner with
their children these are not such evils as are natural and necessary
among men 19

eleazar also detailed some of the torture his followers could
expect at the hands of the romans
some of them have been put upon the rack and tortured with fire
and whippings and so died some have been half devoured by wild
beasts and yet have been reserved alive to be devoured by them a
second time in order to afford laughter and sport to our enemies
and such of those as are alive still are to be looked on as the most
miserable who being so desirous of death could not come at it 20

josephus then reports that toward the end of the final speech
they all cut him eleazar off short and made haste to do the work21
work
josephus describes the executions of the women and children
I
1

while yet everyone of them still retained the natural passion of love
to themselves and their families because the reasoning they went
upon appeared to them to be very just that they were doing what
was best to those that were dearest to them for the husbands tenderly embraced their wives and took their children into their arms
and gave the longest parting kisses to them with tears in their eyes
yet at the same time did they complete what they had resolved on
nor was
as if they had been executed by the hands of strangers
there at length anyone of these men found that scrupled to act his
part in this terrible execution but everyone of them dispatched
his dearest relations miserable men indeed were they whose distress forced them to slay their own wives and children with their
own hands 22

after burning

all of their personal possessions those who yet

survived selected ten men to carry out the final execution
they then chose ten men by lot out of them to slay all the rest every
one of whom laid himself down by his wife and children on the
ground and threw his arms about them and they offered their necks
13
to the stroke of those who by lot executed that melancholy office 23

ers then cast lots to select the final individthe ten executioners
execution
ual who would in turn slay them josephus records

the nine offered their necks to the executioner and he who was the
last of all took a view of all the other bodies lest perchance some or
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ostracon from masada
yigael
gael
badin speculates that this
bael yadin
sherd which reads ben yair
potsherd
could
uld be one of the lots spoken
of in the account written by
badin
josephus yigael yadin
masada hernds
herods fortress
zealous
zealots
Zea lots last
and the zealotslast

stand trans moshe pearlman jerusalem steimatzkys
agency 1966 201

other among so many that were slain should want his assistance to
all slain
ail
ali
be quite dispatched and when he perceived that they were an
he set fire to the palace and with the great force of his hand ran his
sword entirely through himself and fell down dead near to his own
relations 24

the logic of suicide
azars arguments for the deaths of himEle
ofElea
josephues
eie zars
Josep
josephuss
ofeleazars
huss report of
eleazars

self and his followers are manifold and sometimes contradictory
while this internal tension has led some to question the authenticEle azars use of contradictory hebrew
ity ofjosephuss description 25 eleazars
and greek thought may be evidence of his desperate willingness to
use any argument that would justify his own position and persuade
his followers to submit to his desires and die willingly
greco roman perspectives eleazar may have been aware
of several precedents from greek philosophy and history that would
have justified or supported his decision to lead his group to commit suicide greek literature as early as homer contains accounts
of suicide 26 some greek philosophers accepted suicide but their
justifications differed zeno believed that suicide was appropriate
but a person must not kill himself until god sends some necessity
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upon him however such a necessity could be as minor as a broken finger a toe in some accounts that was a sign from god that
ones work was complete 2717 on the other hand seneca emphasized the right to die as evidence that a man is free and cannot be
held against his will
in any slavery the way lies open to freedom
wheresoever you
cast your eyes there lies an end to affliction look at that precipice
down it runs the way to freedom look at the sea there the river the
are you asking for the road to
well at its bottom lies freedom
body 28
freedom take any vein you like in your body28

greco roman philosophy has had a profound influence on
both hebrew and christian theology one scholar has suggested
that the hellenization of hebrew and christian culture brought
29
with it a fascination if not preoccupation with suicide 29how
how
much direct influence these philosophies had on the inhabitants of
masada is unclear but distinct ideas found in Ele
azars speeches
eleazars
such as the reported enmity between body and spirit the freedom
gained through death and the justification of suicide through
necessity are consistent with greco roman perspectives while
Ele
azars arguments may have been influenced by greco roman
eleazars
thought another possibility is that josephus in his attempt to
recreate the final words of eleazar used both hebrew and greek
arguments in an attempt to appeal to both jewish and greco
roman audiences
more likely eleazar was familiar with numerous instances in
the hellenistic world when men facing certain defeat and horrible
torture enslavement or death voluntarily killed their women and
children and either committed suicide or charged hopelessly into
certain death in battle one historian has identified sixteen separate
examples of groups under siege 540 35 BC who were reported
to have preferred death to surrender or enslavement in eleven of
bives as well as the lives
hives
ilves
the sixteen cases men took their own lives
of their wives and children in the other five cases the men killed
31
the women and children and then died in battle with the enemy 30
hebrew perspectives another often discussed problem
Ele azars arguments for suicide is the fact that the taking of
in eleazars
ones life was strongly condemned in jewish literature 31 it is not
clear however when jewish thought began to take a strong stand
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against suicide in cases such as those faced by the defeated warriors at masada
the hebrew bible old testament does not contain a specific prohibition against suicide but makes the intent of personal
accountability for ones own life clear the book of genesis states
and for your lifeblood 1I will surely demand an accounting NIV
gen 95 the sixth commandment reads thou shalt not kill
ex 2013 in addition to the sanctity of life the hebrew scriptures also portray a reverence for the body ye are the children of
1411
the lord your god ye shall not cut yourselves beut
deut 14
hebrew scripture contains six recorded incidences of suimelech judg 954 samson judg 1629 30 king saul
cide Abi
avimelech
abimelech
and his armor bearer 1 1I sam 314 5 compare 1 chr 104 5 ahi
theophel
thophel 2 sam 1723 and zimri 1 ggs
kgs 1618 while the people
at masada might have considered these scriptural incidents of suicide as honorable precedents that might make suicide acceptable
under extreme conditions it is important to note that the majority
of the individuals described in these accounts were not faithful to
the covenants they had made with god abimelechs death was
described as gods punishment for his wickedness judg 956
samson while having periods of faithfulness and devotion was
igi
16
also guilty of serious sins see judg 1419 igl
1611 king saul chosen
by god to institute the monarchy was later found guilty of disobedience and lost his divine sanction 1 sam 1522 23 ahithophel
once king davids respected counselor eventually rebelled and
sought the kings life 2 sam 1512 17 zimri became king after
murdering his predecessor 1 ggs
kgs 1610 and his suicide is desc
scribed in scripture as punishment for doing evil in the sight of
the lord 1 ggs
kgs 1618 19 of the six recorded incidences of suicide in the hebrew scriptures five of the accounts provide ample
evidence that the individuals described have been guilty of serious
sins there is no evidence either way concerning sauls armor
bearer while samson saul and ahithophel demonstrated periods of faithfulness it appears that each of them died outside their
covenants with god the scriptural evidence suggests that none of
these individuals was worthy of emulation in life or in death
in the ensuing years orthodox rabbinic writers took a strong
is represented in the statement one who
stand against suicide as
asis
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1131
32
destroys oneself wittingly has no share in the world to come 2232
babben to sanctify
hasben
basben
hashen
the only exceptions were in cases of kiddush bashen
gods name according to the talmud one may accept death
when faced with the alternative of being forced to commit idolatry incest or murder 33 some scholars have asserted this was the
case for the inhabitants of masada as they were willing to die
rather than be forced to live under roman rule which they con31
sidered to be an act of idolatry 34
josephus records an incident from his own life that may be
more representative of the hebrew attitude toward suicide in the
first century during the early stages of the roman jewish war josephus was the commander of jewish forces in the town of
ofjotapata
Jot apata
jotapata
in galilee josephus reports that he saw little hope in continuing to
fight against the roman troops led by vespasian and thought it
best that they surrender his troops refused jotapata
Jot apata eventually
fell and josephus escaped to a cave where forty of his soldiers were
already hiding by
Josep huss report the jewish soldiers favored a
byjosephuss
josephues
josephuss
it31
mass suicide but he strongly argued against it35

0 my friends why are we so

earnest to kill ourselves and why do
we set our soul and body which are such dear companions at such
variance36
variance 36
it is a brave thing to die in war but so that it be
now self
according the law of war by the hand of conquerors
murder is a crime most remote from the common nature of all animals and an instance of impiety against god our creator
and do
you not think that god is very angry when a man does insults what
he hath bestowed on him for from him it is that we have received
our being and we ought to leave it to his disposal to take that being
away from us
the souls of those who have acted madly against
themselves are received by the darkest place in hades 37

the

soldiers ignored the counsel of josephus cast lots and executed one another only josephus and one other soldier were left
alive the two of them chose to remain alive as long as possible by
delivering themselves up to the romans 38
the contrast between josephus and the majority of his soldiers at jotapata
Jotapata are representative of the differences between most
Sic
otherjews
Pharis ees and the sicardi
arii josephus did not
sicarii
other jews such as the pharisees
believe that he had the right to take his own life in all likelihood
neither did the majority of jews believe that one had the right to
take ones own life but believed that the right to give and take life
311
381
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was in the hands of god josephus did not regard the acceptance
of roman sovereignty as a sin to be avoided even at the cost of
sicarii obviously did
ones life the sicardi
A new testament perspective while the writings in the
new testament do not have a direct connection to the events of
masada they represent a contemporary perspective with respect
to suicide the new testament contains only one specific incidence
the death ofjudas iscariot
jesus christ when he saw that
then judas who had betrayed him ocsus
he was condemned repented himself and brought again the thirty
pieces of silver to the chief priests and elders saying 1I have sinned
in that 1I have betrayed innocent blood and they said unto him what
is that to us see thou to it thy sins be upon thee and he cast down
the pieces of silver in the temple and departed and went and
hanged himself on a tree and straightway he fell down and his bowels gushed out and he died JST matt 273 6 39

in addition to lukes account of the apostle paul preventing the
keeper of the prison from committing suicide see acts 1626 311
the new testament also contains a poignant account of pauls own
thoughts of death
for 1I1I am in a strait betwixt two having a desire to depart and to
ray
fay
be with christ which is
flesh
tbeflesh
isaar
far better nevertheless to abide in the
is more needful
need
foz
for you and having this confidence 1I know that 1I
needfulfor
fulfor

shall abide and continue with you all for your furtherance and joy of
faith that your rejoicing may be more abundant in jesus christ for
me by my coming to you again philip 123 26 italics added

pauls words show that he was willing to submit his own will to
the needs of others and ultimately to the will of god he was willing to live for god and neighbor as opposed to die for self early
christian theology was compatible with its hebrew counterpart
but was in direct conflict with much of greek philosophy and popular morality in the roman empire

concluding thoughts
one modern philosopher has written there is but one truly
serious philosophical problem and that is suicide 40 not only is
I
1

this comment representative of the present philosophical debate
over suicide but it is also indicative of the ideological conflicts
concerning the events of masada 41
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the

sicarii at masada
evidence suggests that although the sicardi
jews42 they may have taken their devotion
were faithful and devout jews
beyond what god had commanded in the words of the book of
mormon prophet jacob the jews as a people were guilty of looking beyond the mark jacob 414 perhaps the intentions of the
jews of masada to live a life faithful to god may have become distorted into a fanatical desire for death the story of the inhabitants
of masada may be if the historical sources are accurate an important commentary on the consequences of rejecting god the following biblical prophecy of moses speaks about the consequences
of such a rejection

the lord

shall bring a nation against thee from far from the
end of the earth as swift as the eagle flieth a nation whose tongue
thou shalt not understand A nation of fierce countenance which

shall not regard the person of the old nor shew favour to the
young
and he shall besiege thee in all thy gates until thy high
and fenced walls come down wherein thou trustedst
trustedst throughout all
thy land and he shall besiege thee in all thy gates throughout all thy
and ye shall be left
land which the lord thy god hath given thee
few in number whereas ye were as the stars of heaven for multitude
because thou wouldest not obey the voice of the lord thy god
deut 2849 50 52 62
beut

latter day saint literature also provides insight into what may
have been the early LDS perspective on the events at masada the
184 1 edition of the official latter day saint publication times
july 15
151841
and seasons included an article concerning the events of masada
editors don carlos smith joseph smiths brother and robert B
thompson wrote the following note preceding the article

the following

thrilling account of the self devotedness of the jews
bough such a
scarcely has its equal on the pages of history Alt
although
ait
course must be condemned it shows their attachment to their ancient religion the god of their fathers and also their abhorrence of

the romans

43

while acknowledging the drama of masada the editors condemn the
actions of eleazar and his followers in the body of the article the edimg most stubborn fanaticism 44
possessing
tors also describe eleazar as possess
while the evidence suggests that the suicide at masada was
unjust and possibly the consequence of fanatical religious zeal there
are no definite answers concerning the morality of the motives of
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the individual men women and children who died for some
their deaths may have been acts of selfishness for others their
dying may have been a type of martyrdom only an omniscient
god can judge the prophet joseph smith taught
while one portion of the human race is judging and condemning the
other without mercy the great parent of the universe looks upon
the whole of the human family with a fatherly care and paternal
regard
he is a wise lawgiver and will judge all men not according to the narrow contracted notions of men but according to the
deeds done in the body whether they be good or evil or whether
these deeds were done in england america spain turkey or
we need not doubt the wisdom and intelligence of the
india
great jehovah he will award judgment or mercy to all
an
ail nations
ali
according to their several deserts their means of obtaining intelligence the laws by which they are governed the facilities afforded
them of obtaining correct information and his inscrutable designs in
relation to the human family and when the designs of god shall be
made manifest and the curtain of futurity be withdrawn we shall all
of us eventually have to confess that the judge of all the earth has
done right

45

daniel K judd is assistant professor of ancient scripture at brigham young
university
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